Congratulations to all Winners and Nominees

Recognising members of staff in their outstanding contribution to enhancing the academic lives of students and colleagues.

AUSA and the University of Aberdeen Excellence in Teaching Award

Please find below the official list of nominees and winners from this year's Excellence in Teaching Awards.

Best Undergraduate Lecturer

Winner
Gerard Hough

Nominees
Shane Alcobia-Murphy
John Baird
Timothy Baker
John Barrow
Keith Bender
Justin Borg-Barthet
Alexander Brasier
Ramakrishna Chakravarthi
Xiaoqing Chen
Rebecca Crozier
Joyce Drummie
Stuart Durkin
Elspeth Edelstein
Frank Guerin
Malcolm Harvey
Richard Hepworth
Ian Jones
Vasilis Louca
Catriona Macdonald
Alan Macpherson
Samantha May
Amy McFarlane
Heidi Mehrkens
Martin Mills
Tana Milne
Caroline Montague
Samantha Newington
Colin North
Adelaja Osofero
Louise Phillips
Tavis Potts
Thomas Rattray
Derek Scott
John Shaw
Andrew Simpson
Andrew Simpson
Anne Smith
Michael Smith
Susan Stokeld
Robert Taylor
Thangavel Thevar
Clare Trinder
Marta Trzebiatowska
Steven Tucker
Asha Venkatesh
Alexandra Vodentzis
Ilia Xypolia

**Best Supervisor (Undergraduate)**

**Winner**
Samantha May

**Nominees**
Jackson Armstrong
Alexander Brasier
Natasha Danilova
Joyce Drummie
Sol Milne
Samantha Newington
Duncan Sneddon
Carrie Stewart
René van der Wal
Best Postgraduate Taught Lecturer

Winner
Maria Sanchez-Ortiz

Nominees
Yu Aoki
Colin Christie
Carolyn Cooke
Rebecca Crozier
Alex Douglas
Lesley Elphinstone
Tania Fahey Palma
Shona Fielding
Alison Jack
Sola Kasim
Jaroslaw Kedra
Suk-Jun Kim
Kirsty Kizebrink
Vasilis Louca
Samantha May
Lenka Mbadugha
Laura McCann
Fergus McKiddie
John Paterson
Linda Paterson
Sandra Paterson
Jonathan Pettitt
Tavis Potts
Jackie Ravet
Bill Rees
Louise Ross
Nick Schofield
Tina Soliman Hunter
Lorna Stewart
Lindsay Tibbetts
Ceri Trevethan
Steven Tucker
Wamberto Vasconcelos
Corina Weir
Corina weir
Best Supervisor (Postgraduate Research)

Winner
Adelyn Wilson

Nominees
Jennifer Cleland
Peter Dunning
Peter Mtika
Lorna Philip
Tavis Potts
Ehud Reiter

Best Support Staff

Winner
Melanie Viney

Nominees
Mel Bickerton
Diane Gerrie
Eleanor Hutcheon
Jacqui Hutchison
Catriona Macdonald
Lindsay MacDougall
Lindsay MacDougall
Joyce Michie
Julie Ross
Shuyi Wang
Wendy Watson
Jayne Wotherspoon

Funniest Lecturer

Winner
Ross MacPherson

Nominees
Shane Alcobia-Murphy
Alexander Brasier
Scott Styles
Personal Tutor

Winner
Ben Martin

Nominees
Colin Barr
Gerard Hough
Margaret Jackson
Peter McGeorge
Tana Miline
John Paterson
Helen Saunderson
Andrew Simpson
Alexandra Vodentzis
Sarah Woodin
Ilia Xypolia

Most Accessible Lecturer (Champion for students with Disabilities)

Winner
Heather Morgan

Nominees
Norman Hutchinson

Mental Health Champion

Winner
Greg Gordon

Nominees
Chris Gray
Malcolm Harvey
Jane MacKenzie
Anne Thompson
Corina Weir

Most Inspiring

Winner
Alexander Brasier
Nominees
Lesley Elphinstone
Katrina Foy
Tina Hunter
Eleanor Hutcheon
Richard Ibbetson
Susan MacRae
Joanne Martin
James McLay
Heidi Mehrkens
Caroline Montague
Heather Morgan
Joyce Neilson
Nina Nikora
Ralph O’Connor
Adelaja Osofero
Mark Palmer
John Paterson
Rona Patey
Wayne Price
Derek Scott
Binthan Smart
Anne Thompson
Paul Thompson
Lindsay Tibbetts
Tim Tricker
Asha Venkatesh
Jayne Wotherspoon